
IMMERSIVE DIGITAL EXHIBITION

SAMSKARA



Samskara is a one-of-a-kind immersive digital exhibition where modern art 
meets technology. This exhibition features dome-based and other 
immersive video projection environments that create unforgettable visual 
experiences

WHAT IS SAMSKARA?



Samskara is a massive media-based project inspired by the incredible digital 
artwork of Android Jones and created in collaboration with Fulldome.pro, 
utilizing the latest digital technologies and trends. It offers a unique journey 
through the self and the universe around you.

Watch on Youtube

WHAT IS SAMSKARA?

https://youtu.be/KEUD3X-7WV4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCsC2t-PO5o&t=


Android is now known as a pioneer in digital painting and projection art. He has 
become well known for his many layered, psychedelic works and live performances 
using a custom-built digital set up. He participated in the Grateful Dead Fare Thee 
Well Tour, and his work has been projected on the Sydney Opera House and the 
Empire State Building.

ABOUT ANDROID JONES



You can try to explain what 
Samskara is to someone, but 
words aren't really enough. 

But for me, Samskara at 
Wisdome was like an 
alternate-reality LA, one without 
censure or reproach, an escape 
hatch from the City Of Scorned 
Angels. 
My favourite new LA hiding 
place.

Overall, SAMSKARA is a 
beautiful, energy provoking art 
exhibit that seeks to expand our 
senses in new and exciting 
ways… You will not leave the 
exhibit without taking something 
with you. That is the meaning of 
SAMSKARA.
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THREE OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS 
FOR DIFFERENT SPACE

EXHIBITION TYPES

SMALL SIZE
300-450 SQ.M.

MEDIUM SIZE
600-800 SQ.M.

LARGE SIZE
1000-1400 SQ.M.

Immersive content sector:
- projection dome
- decorative cover
- content license

10 m projection dome 10 m projection dome 12 m projection dome
8 m projection dome

Art gallery (printed artworks) 12 24 50

Panoramic Screen

Branded bean bags

Mapped Sculpture

Interactive selfie zone

Microdose VR block

Mirror labyrinth

Art sculptures

10 20 40
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SAMSKARA EXHIBITION 

FEATURES



An award-winning dome show takes you on a captivating journey 
through surrealistic worlds created by the artist

AWARD-WINNING FULLDOME SHOW



AWARD-WINNING FULLDOME SHOW



Art Gallery reveals the universes of Android Jones with more than 
70 digital and printed artworks

ART GALLERY



ART GALLERY



MICRODOSE VR

Virtual reality application by Android Jones. Visitors can create virtual 
masterpieces inside Microdose VR station that combines art, music, 
and dance into a real-time virtual reality gaming experience



MICRODOSE VR



Panoramic Projection Screens create a fully immersive effect to give 
viewers the best possible experience of Android Jones's art and a 
feeling of total connection with it

PANORAMIC SCREEN



PANORAMIC SCREEN



Interactive projection walls for taking photos. These stunning kinetic 
projection zones repeat your body movements

INTERACTIVE SELFIE ZONES



INTERACTIVE SELFIE ZONES



AR-add-on for smartphones, which brings Android Jones's fantastic 
characters to live, making them move and follow you

AUGMENTED REALITY EXPERIENCE



DOWNLOAD  
THE APP, 
AND TRY IT HERE

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/samskara-ar/id1467384995


Projection onto 3D surfaces creates animated digital sculptures, adding 
extra dimensions, optical illusions, and notions of movement onto 
previously static objects

MAPPED SCULPTURE



MAPPED SCULPTURE



Visitors can relax on the branded comfortable bean bags in the lounge zone 
with the breathtaking view on stunning visuals by Android Jones projected 
on a huge panoramic screen

BRANDED BEAN BAGS CHILL-OUT ZONE



BRANDED BEAN BAGS CHILL-OUT ZONE



SAMSKARA EXHIBITION ADDITIONAL

FEATURES



Samskara merchandise store provides the opportunity for 
the audience to leave the exhibit with a memento of the 
experience. Official Samskara postcards, posters, prints, 
coffee mugs, T-shirts, and other clothing and gifts can be 
purchased in the Samskara gift shop

Samskara merchandise store provides the opportunity for the audience 
to leave the exhibit with a memento of the experience. Official Samskara 
postcards, posters, prints, coffee mugs, T-shirts, and other clothing and 
gifts can be purchased in the Samskara gift shop

MERCHANDISE STORE



MERCHANDISE STORE



Enchanting vocal, mantras and songs in Sanskrit and Bengali will 
accompany you on a journey through the mystical worlds and 
characters of the vibrant and detailed masterpieces of Android Jones

SAMSKARA 360 LIVE PERFORMANCE



SAMSKARA 360 LIVE PERFORMANCE



Live visuals and music dome performance by the artist. Using his digital 
brushes, Android Jones creates a whole new reality with colors, symbols, 
and images that go far beyond our imagination

GRAND OPENING SHOW BY ANDROID JONES



GRAND OPENING SHOW BY ANDROID JONES



SIMPLICITY

We promote and integrate 360 immersive 
technologies into entertainment, art and 
science, marketing, hospitality, attractions, and 
education industries providing new 
dimensions of shared experiences.

ABOUT 
FULLDOME.PRO

OFFICES AROUND 
THE GLOBE 

SIMPLICITY

EMPLOYEES YEARS 
OF EXPERIENCE

PROJECTS 
WORLDWIDE

500 5

200 10



VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
WWW.FULLDOME.PRO

http://www.fulldome.pro

